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TerraMax

Maximizing Earth’s Potential

MicroAZ Seed Treatment

for Corn and Wheat

South Dakota Spring Wheat Yield

Purpose and Uses
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MicroAZ is a proprietary formulation of the bacteria Azospirillum. This bacteria
has been studied since the early 1970’s and is known to attach itself to plant root
hairs and fix nitrogen from the atmosphere. (Neyra and Döbereiner 1977).
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MicroAZ is a microbiological root stimulant developed to increase root mass
and improves stand development.
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TerraMax’s unique and effective stabilization media solves a long standing
problem with previous Azospirillum products, in that we have demonstrated
shelf life of 2 years. This mean our bacteria will be viable and active when necessary.
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Testing and Field Results
MicroAZ’s original testing was performed in the labs at TerraMax,
and in subsequent field trials.
University testing has occurred at both Colorado State and
University of Nebraska - Lincoln, during their 2007 “skip” row field trials.
(2007 Skip vs. Full Row testing. A. Pavlista et.al.)
MicroAZ provided increased yield in 8 out of 8 test plots, with an average
yield increase of 8 bushels per acre.
MicroAZ has also been tested in multi-year farmer manages field tests
and has produced a consistent 5-10 bushel per acre yield increase

How to Apply
MicroAZ-Dry can be applied as a seed treatment prior to planting. Our unique
powder formulation requires no additional “stickers” or agents. It is applied
to corn seed at a rate of 2 oz. per 80,000 seeds or at a rate of 8 oz. per cwt of
wheat.
MicroAZ-Liquid IF may be tank mixed with common fungicides or pop-up fertilizers
for an in furrow application or on the seed with the MicroAZ - ST and spray applied
to seeds in planter box operations. TerraMax recommends a mix of 5 gal of water
and 12.8oz of MicroAZ per acre of corn planting.

Attributes
MicroAZ is made of naturally occurring bacteria, humates, minerals and water.

In spring Wheat field testing, MicroAZ has improved stand and plant count
by 40-48%.

MicroAZ requires no special handling precautions.

The resulting yield increase averaged 5 bushels per acre. Protein levels in
Hard Red Spring wheat were also improved on the average of 1%.

TerraMax manufactures MicroAZ to meet strict standards for bacteria counts and
consistency. TerraMax’s proprietary stabilization media ensures bacteria will be
alive in the product containers and active once delivered into the environment.
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All study details available upon request. Results may vary due to field conditions, weather and application
variables. Warranty information on product labels. For more information go to www.terramaxag.com.
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